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About This Game

Taking military "advice" from the ridiculous generalissimo, can you battle your way through this truly massive, content-packed
military campaign? Plan your missions, deploy your forces, try not to fall off the sofa laughing!

You've plenty of units to play with, covering land, sea and airborne combat. Be warned though, these funny cartoon troops are
not exactly the right stuff.

Playing as "Jenkins", the hard done to lieutenant, you will need to complete the Generalissimo's wide variety of mission orders -
collect resources, assassinate enemy generals, invade territory, evacuate your forces, do a bit of enemy base ownage, etc.

40+ hours of campaign mode not enough? There is also unlimited skirmish play vs the AI for quick fixes, on a wide variety of
custom maps.

And there's still more - Multiplayer. You can Pass & Play on your PC, or join our thriving online community, playing head to
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head at an asynchronous pace that suits you. Online play is cross-platform, so you can play and/or transfer your account to other
supported platforms.

Key Features:

Control armies of 30 different units on land, sea and air

50+ hours of gameplay in the story campaign

70+ skirmish/multiplayer maps

Online asynchronous multiplayer – challenge others on PC, iOS and Android

Units can collect battle points through play to be used to give tactical boosts and rank-ups

Each level mission has unique challenges, introduced each time either a new playing piece, new terrain, new buildings or
different tactics to achieve a win

Use height advantage and choke points to dominate your enemy

Play in the jungle, desert, polar, rocky & temperate terrain

Replay value to achieve higher rankings

Your game account for online play works on PC, iOS and Android - swap around at will.

Find us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/GreatBigWarGame
"Bag 'em & Tag 'em"
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An interesting tower defense-esque game. Essentially, you're a god who's trying to prevent the humans from reaching you via a
tower they are building. It'll be up to you to keep them happy and knock down their tower at the same time. Anger them, and
your "worship" points trickle in much more slowly (preventing you from using god powers as often). They also work faster
when they're angry, which is bad. There's a lot here for $3.50 (on sale until Oct 17) including 20 gods across 96 levels. Worth
checking out at the very least.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3itB_jr-Zkc

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3G0r0VMn5CY. I had a nightmare about a game and then you made it real. The deep
gods listened to my dreams.

Perfect difficulty and length (~3h) for me. I loved it so much.. this is a fun game, i enjoyed it, i got it on the 40-something
games for 1$ and its a fun game (most others were.... not ... just not ...)
couldent beat level 5 though. Really poor. I've played better manager sims that are free on my phone..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. You really need to be a towerdefense addict. (And due to the competition in the VR space
now it really needs to be on sale.)

The concept, story and syle is interesting and different enough from most other tower defense games that it's worth a look for
towerdefense addicts. I'm looking forward to seeing what the future brings for this game, and for future titles the devs might use
this style.

The gameplay starts out really slowly though on the default difficulty. You need to be patient.

If you aren't the patient type, and aren't really into towerdefense games then you'll do better to look at other titles.. Ah
Starscape... what's not to love?

Space shooter? Nice.

Physics based handling? Not bad.

Upgradable ship designs? Pretty good!

Lots of semi-interesting characters with a less than vomit-inducing plot? Not great, but it could be worse.

So... what's not to love? Why's this a thumbs down vote?

Well... here's the rub: the handling on your ships is very realistic, but it's slow and clunky. I'm alright with that, normally. It
requires some planning of momentum and some good piloting to be competent, and that's fine.

The problem is that the boss battles aren't designed for the controls nor the physics of the game. They assume perfect, pristine,
pin-point keyboard turning in rapid order. I'm fine with that if the interface made such a realistic possibility. Unfortunately,
starscape's boss battles are like waltzing into the olympics' figure skating event wearing cross country skiis.

It doesn't matter how good you are, the controls simply flat out SUCK for trying to fight the bosses, and player skill seriously
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only has a very small amount to do with it. Someone with godlike reflexes could theoretically get through in a few tries, but
most of your boss battles involve being expected to start moving out of the way before a boss even begins to box you in, without
knowing when or where that attack will come from. If your ship were even remotely possible to be set up to cope with that,
great, but it's not.

Keyboard turning and physics-based thrust maneuvering simply doesn't work for the style of bosses that Starscape throws at
you.

The rest of the game is fun and fine, a few minor nitpicks here and there, but it's good overall... but the act-ending bosses are
mandatory, and they suck HARD. I don't mean "it's difficult", I mean it in the sense of "this is one of the worst design decisions
I've ever seen anyone ever make... did they even play test this to see if it was fun?".

Any fun you get from the game will be sucked dry as soon as you're stuck in a boss battle, and since the controls and interface
flat out aren't up to the task of fighting the bosses, it's going to make you pull your hair out over it. I highly advise staying the
hell away from Starscape just in general. Unless you're a masochist, then go right ahead.

Anyway, to stress it again, there's a difference between "difficult" and "bad design and poor UI/controls". Having
a♥♥♥♥♥♥poor interface does not equate to "difficulty", it just equates to being BAD.

Final Verdict:

Not worth it, even if it's on sale for $1. You'll probably break a keyboard that cost more than $1, even if you don't have a history
of such, and are a pretty mellow person normally. While the game has lots of really good points to it, and does a lot of stuff very
well, it's flaws are gamebreaking. When you put more effort into fighting the game's interface than you do fighting the boss, the
game's a bust.

Score: About 35%. It has some really good stuff, but the flaws are devastating and overpower any potential the game had.. A
really cool game, the visuals, the gameplay and the music are great.
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It is very unique and interesting, but it is kind of short. I completed it in a little less than 2 hours, so I would like to see some
more puzzles. I also think the "play area" should be slightly bigger so that the parts can be moved around more easily, but the
game is definitely worth 99 cents.. very captivating storyline. ending was spot on. the plot twist got me good. theres more point
in my life that playing this game. idk why i bought it.. waste of money. BORING!!! I HATE HOW THE CAMERA IS SO
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ALL OVER THE PLACE AND WHEN YOU SHOOT, THE SCREEN BLURS SO YOU
CAN'T EVEN SEE THE ACTION. DON'T BUY. A sci-fi first person shooter that puts your skill to the test. A game that
requires finesse, patience and lots of skill to jump, shoot and collect points as you work your way up the leaderboards.

Although the game itself is not very long, you will spend a lot more time trying to improve your score. A very addicting game
that has made me struggle to be #1 on the global leaderboard and I have finally achieved it!. I think it is a very simple and funny
game. This is, without a doubt, the most fun you can have while screaming the lyrics to a MIDI version of Starship's 'We Built
This City'.

10\/10, will be thinking about Lightmare in my sleep again.. I bought this game with a CD years ago, had hundreds of hours in
it. Re-bought it on steam because i really wanted to play it again. Absolutely great and especially UNIQUE game. Although this
game is not for everyone.

A good example of: great playability >♥♥♥♥♥♥graphics .

10/10.

Edit: Works in windows 10. Just run in compatibility (windows XP service pack 3) + admin mode. Check how on google!

Edit2: Also download the resolutions mod pack available in steam guides. Should appear at the top.
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